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Executive summary This report is detailing on how Caterpillar developed the sustainable development strategy, which factors influenced that new strategy, how it is implemented at this stage, does it create value to its stakeholders and finally is it in line with the core competency of the company. For Caterpillar the sustainable development issue is two folded there is the whole production process, which can be controlled and improved concerning the environment and on the other side there are the products and their environmental impacts. In order to address answer to all those question a deep analysis of the company and its environment is required. The environment has been analysed through PESTEL, PORTER and the SWOT analysis of the company and compared to the competition The outcome of the report demonstrate that Caterpillar is on the good track to achieve its strategic change to go from just a heavy equipment company to a heavy equipment company promoting sustainable development. They are at the moment focusing on what is visible and measurable for the stakeholders. They were able to create new products without increasing their usual research and development budget. Caterpillar also acquired competencies from other companies that had reached a technological edge in low-emissions technologies to ensure they meet the increasingly stringent future worldwide environmental regulations. However, in the long run Caterpillar should concentrate on the non-visible factors, such as waste disposal and water use. If not it could impact the overall image of the company, as their sustainable development strategy would look more like “window dressing” than a real sustainable development. Therefore, Caterpillar should continue to acquire competencies in fields such as waste management and bio fuel engines. Finally they should make sure the 6Sigma is well communicated and developed all over the company to avoid any miscommunications and lack of efficiency.
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1 Introduction Founded in 1925, Caterpillar is the world's largest manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel, natural gas engines, and industrial gas turbines. Caterpillar is also one of 30 companies whose stock is tracked in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. It is a Fortune 100 company ranked first in its industry, with more than $30 billion in assets. Since 2000 Caterpillar decided to make big strategic changes to allow the company to remain sustainable in the future. One of the major changes was to work for the introduction of a sustainable development strategy in the next years. In 2005 the sustainable development strategy was implemented into the global strategy of Caterpillar and the first sustainable report came out in 2006. The strategic analysis of the sustainable development issue within Caterpillar aims to define why a successful industrial company integrates sustainable development into their long-term strategy. Several questions could be raised spontaneously such as is sustainable development a trend? Should it be done because everybody does it? Or is just a necessity to remain on the market in the long run? This report aims at answering those questions. First, it presents the sustainable development program set up by Caterpillar; this program description will include the monitoring process set up by Caterpillar to follow up on the programme. Second, this report reassesses the current environment and potential changes and/or opportunities that might influence Caterpillar’s program on the environmental impact. Third, the impact of those changes to Caterpillar’s strategy will be presented in terms of strategic options. Fourth, recommendations will be made.
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2 Sustainable program Currently, there are three main initiatives in the sustainable development that Caterpillar is developing and monitoring: work place safety environmental impact and charitable giving.1 The table here below shows the details of the target Caterpillar would like to reach for 2010 and each sub indicator within a main operation. This table is showing the objectives in the production process. The process can be divided into the workplace safety and environmental impact. The workplace safety is an important factor for the employees. Caterpillar must remain an attractive employer in order to keep and attract the best talents. The environmental impact can be seen as a way to be an environmental friendly company in order to have a good reputation. But the financial impact can be significant, when countries adopt an approach “pay as you pollute”, which means that Caterpillar is liable for environment. The charitable giving is a point, which is important for the reputation and to show that Caterpillar is a good corporate citizen.



1



Caterpillar sustainable report 2005 “ Tomorrow’s world” p.6
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2.1.1



Work place safety:



The company chooses two indicators of the work place safety. Those are lost-time case frequency, which means lost time due to injuries per 200 000 hours of work. The aim is to reach 0.3 injuries per 200 000 hours worked by 2010 which is 8% less than in 2002. Moreover, recordable injury frequency is another indicator also based on 200 000 hours worked, the aim in this case is to reach 1.19 injuries per 200 000 hours which is 16% less than in 2002. (See table page 8) The company is currently behind schedule to reach the target set for 2010. 2.1.2



Charitable giving:



Charitable initiatives are also part of sustainable development and the company is aiming at spending four times more in 2010 than in 2002. In 2005, Caterpillar has invested USD 24 millions of which 35 % in education, 27% in health and humanities, 14% in culture, 13% in environmental, 10% in civic and community and 1% in trade & public policy. Note that the 13% spent in environment represents 3,000,000$, which is only 0,01% of the total sales and revenue in 2005.2 But Caterpillar is still on schedule to reach the target of 2010. Charitable giving by segm ent



25 20



15 M i llion $
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5 0 Education
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Health & humanities



Cultural



Environmental



Civic & community



Trade & public policy



2005 total contribution



Caterpillar sustainable report 2005 “ Tomorrow’s world” p.35
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2.1.3



Environmental impact:



Caterpillar is focusing on six main environmental indicators: the greenhouse gas intensity, the percentage of material recycled, incinerated waste, recycled waste, hazardous waste and water use. At this stage the goal set for greenhouse gas intensity is a reduction of 35 % and the goal for percentage of material recycled is 70%. No goals are set yet for the four other fields, which are incinerated, recycled and hazardous waste and water use. There are maybe no targets as it is not related to any requirements such as Kyoto nor rules set for work place safety. However, the company is trying to reduce its damages to the nature except for hazardous waste where we can see that the level has increased by 30%. Above we have discussed the environmental factors and hereafter we will define the factors on which the company acts in order to reduce the greenhouse emission and the material recycling. Again there are no specific indicators for the waste and water use, as it seems to be a less important matter for Caterpillar at this stage.
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Product development Here below are detailed the products and targets that are developed to reduce gas emission and impact on the greenhouse effect.



Caterpillar has ambitious targets especially in terms of emissions or more precisely diesel particulate matter emission (PM). Strict goals are set for the reductions of truck emissions and non-road machine emissions. The sustainable report 2005 contains an overview of the level of emissions starting in the 1988 for the trucks and in 1996 for non-road engines. The goals for both categories are a reduction 90% emission in a period of less than 10 years. For example on highway trucks Caterpillar is aiming to reach 0,01PM emission for 2010 compared to 0,60PM in 1988 and 0,10PM in 2001 respectively (see table below). The goal has even a clear definition of which particulates to reduce for 2007 and another reduction for 2010.
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For non-road emission regulation they are aiming at 0,02PM for 2014 compared to 0.2PM in 2006. The approach here is similar to the truck emissions as you can observe precise goals in terms of emission composition for 2011 and a more ambitious goal for 2014. The importance of these statements is that Caterpillar has set a clear roadmap for the emission reduction with clearly measurable results. Costumers and other stakeholders can observe the results easily. It will be an interesting point to follow in the coming sustainable reports. As Caterpillar is the first company to introduce these kinds of goals they will be probably analysed by the competitors and used as a benchmark.
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Solar turbine is a company that Caterpillar bought for its competencies in gas turbines. This type of turbine uses natural gas or non natural gas. The non natural gas is coming from waste gases from oil production. By using those types of turbines the NOX emission was reduced by 66 %.



Remanufacturing is also a major product differentiation technique. It is an advanced form of recycling in returning end-of-life products to new products. Caterpillar is one of the world largest remanufactures. A 6Sigma project allowed going from 20 recycled products in 2004 to 100 recycled products in 2005.
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3 External analysis 3.1 PESTEL analysis The analysis defines the different factors, i.e., environmental, political, economical, socio-cultural, technological, environmental and legal factors, which have an influence on the strategic decision and highlight future options of Caterpillar: 3.1.1



Political factor:



Caterpillar is facing some political issues due to the Kyoto protocol meaning that they committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Even though the USA signed the treaty they did not ratify it. Caterpillar as an international company, with it’s headquarter and origin based in the USA, is willing to meet the Kyoto requirements. As Caterpillar is selling all over the world and 166 countries have signed the protocol they have an international pressure to follow the reduction in gas emission. Therefore, Caterpillar has a double objective on the one hand they have committed to reduce the gas emission that their engines and machines produce and on the other hand they want to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of the their factories. They are aiming to achieve 35% reduction in gas emission by 2010. However, it is important to note that China, India, and other developing countries were exempt from the requirements of the Kyoto Protocol because they were not the main contributors to the greenhouse gas emissions during the industrialization period that is believed to be causing today's climate change. So, the political environment has some positive and negative impact depending on the countries, developed or developing. But in the long run developing countries will also have to follow Kyoto protocol requirements. 3.1.2



Economic factor:



The development of the emerging countries such as Brazil, Russia, India and China are clearly an opportunity for Caterpillar. The company needs these markets to grow, because the competition in developed and mature markets is tougher. In those countries the products that Caterpillar is selling are needed to create infrastructure in order to develop cities, roads etc. Also Southeast Asia, Africa, Middle East have their best period of growth since 1970s. Therefore, the economical factor is quiet positive so fare in developing countries and Africa Middle East as it brings new opportunities for the company to grow. 3.1.3



Socio-cultural factor:



Since the climate is changing the world is getting more and more environment conscious and this is altering the socio-cultural behaviour of the people. As for example construction of roads can bring prosperity to inaccessible regions, but it can also introduce diseases to those regions for the
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first time or damage the environment. Therefore, Caterpillar has to be aware of that by developing social programmes: for instance, better partnerships with big companies working in developing countries. 3.1.4



Environmental factor:



People are becoming more and more environment conscious gas emissions and waste disposal are main issues today. Therefore companies such as Caterpillar have been under fire by many environmental groups because their product range include tree logging trucks, strip and underground mining equipment, and of course, diesel engines. Caterpillar has to reduce the emission of its machines and engines and deal with waste disposal in order to address those environmental issues. This is again a negative factor for Caterpillar future growth. Therefore they have to take it in consideration in their strategy as it can influence strongly their market share, as it may damage their brand and image. 3.1.5



Legal factor:



The evolution of the law against competition is having a strong influence on Caterpillar especially in countries where their market share is high and therefore the possibility of abuse of dominant position is a real threat. This is also a negative factor for the company especially for the European market where competition is watched very closely. 3.1.6



Technological factor:



The technological factor is influencing the environment at this stage about the environmentally compliant technologies to produce Caterpillar products. Inside the products one can find different technologies, which have an influence on the environmental or ecological efficiency. The objective for Caterpillar is to build new machines and engines in an environmentally friendly way and these machines should not pollute the environment more than necessary when used. There is a difference between using a diesel engine or bio fuel engine. Caterpillar must have all the technologies necessary to remain competitive over the long run.
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Structural tendencies By considering the different factors analysed here over some of them influence the industry more than others such as the political, socio-cultural and environmental factors. Those factors are all linked and have a great influence on the heavy equipment industry. The industry is facing changes in behaviour and political requirements that will continue to increase over the years. An example could be stricter environmental laws, which regulate the emissions of Caterpillar engines. This factor is linked to stakeholders such as NGOs, which put pressure on the political environment and as such those macro-environmental factors are interacting jointly.



Those factors have to be considered in the future strategic choices as they could give a competitive edge, for example by differentiating through the product by adding value in the eyes of the customer. Those are the reasons why creating a really specific and sustainable development strategy is crucial for the survival of Caterpillar in this new environment. It is important for Caterpillar to be well positioned right now, in order to avoid sudden changes, which could result into important investments. Currently all the environmental factors are negative for the industry in which Caterpillar is evolving. But some can become a source of differentiation and growth for example throughout the technological environment by investing in the research and development.



3.2 Life cycle Caterpillar is evolving in a mature environment, and you can observe a concentration of a few large firms within a saturated market. Therefore they have to ensure that they still have a competitive difference in comparison to their closer competitor, the Japanese company Komatsu. However, in the emerging countries there is a growing need for Caterpillar products and therefore there maybe a threat of new competitors such as Belarus machines in the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States = former Soviet Republics) countries.
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3.3 PORTER analysis This analysis is used to define and evaluate the competitive forces within the environment of the company. The industry of Caterpillar is defined as the heavy equipment sector within an oligopolistic environment as there are a few big players on the market: two of the main competitors being Komatsu and Volvo. First it is a competitive market with lots of small competitors in each specific product market, but only very few competitors are offering a wide and quasi-complete range of products as Caterpillar. 3.3.1



Bargaining power of the customer:



It is low to medium due to the fact that Caterpillar has been the leader on the sector for years it was low but now that the competition from Komatsu and Volvo (on the European market) is increasing and some customers may threat Caterpillar to go the competition unless prices are reduced or additional services or discount are given. Therefore the bargaining power of the customers is increasing due to the competition. 3.3.2



Bargaining power of the suppliers:



It is very high as Caterpillar is working with specific suppliers for decades and therefore the relation is strong. For example sometimes the production has to stop or be delayed due to lack of supply from a product. 3.3.3



Threat of new entrants:



The threat of new entrants is medium, mainly because of the financial barriers and the safety standards. Caterpillar has an extremely well known brand and a very strong reputation for high quality products. For a new entrant it is quite a difficult task to enter into competition with such a company. However, developing countries might subsidize a competitor that would eventually take some markets from Caterpillar, especially in Asia. 3.3.4



Threat of substitutes:



The threat is very high as there are many substitutes to Caterpillars machines or engines. Any other engine or machine can be substituted to a Caterpillar product.
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Competitive environment The Porter analysis points out that the competitive forces are the suppliers, the customers and the substitutes. Therefore, the competitive environment is strong even if there are few competitors Caterpillar has to work on those forces to remain competitive. Also, the emerging countries provide new opportunities to explore and it is a market not yet as competitive and mature as Europe, Middle East countries and USA. The product required in an emerging market is probably different as the consumer may be more price sensitive due to lower disposable income compared to consumers in developed countries, who may require a product, which complies with tight environmental laws. Also the fact that there are lots of little companies competing shows that no big competitors of Caterpillar dominate the market yet. A fragmented market structure offers naturally a competitive advantage for big groups as they have a powerful and leading position on the market. Caterpillar can concentrate on it’s own business and is in a position to grow either through acquisitions or organically, as it is one of the biggest companies it is not a likely candidate for a take over. One of Caterpillar’s strong points is that they have a very good and established dealer network worldwide. .
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4 Internal analysis



4.1 Identification of the strengths and weaknesses 4.1.1



Strengths:



The dealer network The main strength of Caterpillar is its dealer network, which has been created for most of them more than 50 years ago. Caterpillar is still developing new dealer networks as for example in CIS and Middle East (especially Pakistan & Afghanistan). Caterpillar was able to build strong relations with its dealers and to maintain those until today. Caterpillar is a truly global company and Caterpillar products can be found in the most remote regions. The network is very stable and the relations with dealers are similar to those with the suppliers. Caterpillar is a very reliable business partners and aims to generate long-term business relations.



6 Sigma 6 Sigma is a quality management tool, which Caterpillar relies on to achieve specific goals in terms of quality. For example 6 Sigma is used to determine which research activities and product development they should work on. 6 Sigma is structured similar to a martial art sport. People involved in 6 Sigma receive a grade, which is represented by the colour of a belt. The highest level of achievement is the master black belt. The 6 Sigma approach is well appreciated in different industrial groups. General Electric and Dupont de Nemours are using the same system. The number of different belt holders can be used as an indicator of how efficient and fast new processes and improvements can be implemented. In the future, 6 Sigma will also be used in their overall energy strategy. 6 Sigma as been introduced for the first time in 2000 and is also at the base of the sustainable development strategy and communication. It is also important to highlight the fact that the competition is not using the 6Sigma tool to improve their processes. However, a recent employee survey has shown that 50% of Caterpillar employees do not consider that 6Sigma is helping them to improve their work.
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Financial Undoubtedly Caterpillar has got a strong financial position and especially the last few years. Between 1990 and 2006 the compound growth rate for sales and revenues is 8.1 percent, and the earnings per share are 15.2%. Since 2003 the sales and revenues continued to grow each year. And in 2005 the company generated growing sales and revenue (see table here below). Sales and revenues where up 20% over 2004. The profit reached $2.85 billion representing an increase of 40% compared to 2004 and reached 4.04$ per share. It is also important to highlight the fact that the more than 50% of the revenue is coming from outside of the USA and therefore the company has to be careful to international demands such as gas emission reduction and legal requirements. Also the financial statement here below shows that Caterpillar is investing an average of 3% in research and development. It is quite surprising when compared to the technological factor and PESTEL analysis of the environment where it is stated that the company has to invest in research in development to remain competitive on its mature markets. Maybe creating new products that are less damaging to the environment is not a real issue to Caterpillar. 1998



1999



2000



2001



2002



2003



2004



2005



20977



19702



20175



20450



20152



22763



30251



36339



Inside USA



NA



NA



50%



49%



45%



44%



46%



47%



Outside USA



NA



NA



50%



51%



55%



56%



54%



53%



Profit



1513



946



1053



805



798



1099



2035



2854



Capital expenditure



925



790



928



1100



728



682



926



1201



Research and engineering



838



814



649



696



656



669



928



1084



3,99%



4,13%



3,22%



3,40%



3,26%



2,94%



3,07%



2,98%



Sales and revenues



Percentage of sales



in million $



In order to define if the investments Caterpillar is making are higher or lower to the competition it is important to compare with its major competitors Volvo and Komatsu3. Those are absolute values where research and investment may have been reduced by making a partnership with a university for example. But we can still draw the conclusion that 3% spending on R&D is an average in the sector.
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Volvo and Komatsu annual reports 2005
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Komatsu Sales and revenues



2004



2005



Volvo



177868 176429



2004



2005



231191 202171



Research and engineering



3705



4302



7614



7557



Percentage of sales



2,1%



2,4%



3,3%



3,7%



Currency



In YEN



In SEK



Corporate governance4 Caterpillar is very conscious about corporate governance. The company has got the following committees to make sure they remain in line with the corporate governance they advertise: •



An audit committee, which is responsible for finance,



•



A compensation committee that is responsible for reviewing the compensations for the company directors and employees



•



A governance committee that is responsible for making recommendations concerning governance practices



•



A public policy committee that provides general oversight with respect to matters of public and social policy.



Product range Another strength of Caterpillar is its wide product range going from equipment for construction and mining to diesel and natural gas engines, and industrial gas turbines. If Caterpillar does not comply with Kyoto the products that would suffer the most are the gas and industrial engines. 4.1.2



Weaknesses:



Lack of talent attraction and retention There is no communication of individual performance and no compensation for non-managerial or specialist position. This way the company is facing loss of young talents and focusing more on keeping older and more senior managers in position. There is also a lack of diverse labour force and women in managerial position.5



4



http://www.cat.com/cda/layout?m=37470&x=7
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SAM Group report 2005
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Conservatism Caterpillar conservatism is slowing down its evolution. This conservatism is not always in line with the changes the company is trying to achieve. The conservative influences exist from downtown businessmen, Caterpillar Tractor Co., and the rural county areas.6



Relation with its suppliers The company is very dependent on specific suppliers for parts of engines or machines. Caterpillar is sometimes facing strong delays due to supplier’s failure to deliver on time.



Controversies Some human rights groups, such as Amnesty International have criticized the Israeli usage of bulldozers. In February 2006, the General Synod of the Church of England voted overwhelmingly to divest its $2.2 million of stocks in Caterpillar Inc. as an ethical statement against the destruction of 4,000 Palestinian homes, the deliberate uprooting of 1,000,000 olive trees and the construction of the wall between Israel and the Palestinian West Bank.



4.1.3



Comparison with Komatsu and Volvo



Looking at the competition it seems that only Volvo really advertises and works on the environmental issues. Volvo is also investing more than Komatsu and Caterpillar in research and development but the company as got a smaller range of product. Komatsu is also looking at expanding its product range. However, neither Komatsu nor Caterpillar seems to consider sustainable development as part of a strength or a weakness of the company. It is more as an obligation to keep their position on the global market. However, the bigger strength of Caterpillar in comparison to Komatsu is the implementation of a sustainable strategy through out the company. Also 6 Sigma, quality management tool, is used extensively to improve the processes within the company. Additionally this tool was also used for the implementation and communication in 2006 of the sustainable development strategy. Finally the core competency of Caterpillar is its wide product range management and its dealer network.



6



http://www.lib.niu.edu/ipo/1976/ii760810.html
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Strengths Caterpillar



- Dealer network - 6 Sigma



7



Komatsu



Weaknesses - Lack of talent attraction and retention



- Financial



- Conservatism



- Corporate governance



- Relation with suppliers



- Product range



- Controversies



- Quality and reliability - Corporate governance



- Value chain



- Competitiveness



- Production capacity



- Collaboration with suppliers



- Product range



and distributors



Volvo
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- Safety - Quality



- Product range



- Environmental care



4.2 The Critical Success factors of Caterpillar The PESTEL, PORTER and the SWOT analysis highlight the critical success factors that Caterpillar should have to remain competitive in its macro and competitive environment. The critical success factors for Caterpillar are: •



Technology



•



Dealer network



•



Be a leader in developing countries



Caterpillar main differentiations points are its dealer network and the product offering. However they have to work on the research and development to remain competitive over the long run and develop a strategy that will respond to the request of the environment in the sustainable development. Therefore, Caterpillar is investing in research and developments in order to develop new products that will be less damaging for the environment and that will also fight the competition. In 2005 they invested one billion $, which represents roughly 3% of total sales.
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Komatsu website + http://www.komatsu.com/CompanyInfo/ir/interview/
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http://www.volvo.com/trucks/global/en-gb/aboutus/about_us.htm
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5 Expectations and objectives The new vision of Caterpillar is set for 2020 and it is to be the global leader in customer value. The company has detected a few areas of improvements such as product introduction, order-todelivery, implementing 6sigma, growth beyond cores and sustainable development. The specific objectives for the sustainable development are to reach a wide commitment with experience, success and behaviours across the company.9 The missions statements are to provide the best value to customers, to grow profitably, develop and reward people and encourage social responsibility.



6 The strategic issue The issue is to move from a heavy equipment company to a heavy equipment company promoting sustainable development in response to issues of energy efficiency, climate changes and product use that affect Caterpillar every day. This is an issue as Caterpillar is facing a lot of environmental changes that will affect its leadership position if no action is taken immediately. Also the market is mature and has a few but very competitive companies such as Komatsu. Therefore Caterpillar has to differentiate itself and use the political, socio-cultural and environmental changes as opportunities to maintain its leader position. Sustainable development is an important factor to take into consideration as 50 years ago nobody cared about how damaging it would be to build a road or use diesel engines. But today it is becoming a real concern across the world and especially in developed countries. Therefore, in order to remain the leader on the market for the next decades Caterpillar has to foster sustainable development and show it to its customer. It is part of its long-term objective and vision to attain for year 2020. Caterpillar has got the financial power to make a strategic change, and they also have the support of their dealer network to help in developing their new strategy. This new strategy being in response to the changing market conditions. If no strategic changes occur they will soon be obliged to make huge investments in research and development to catch up with the competition that will have already a sustainable strategy in place. Then they will lose market shares and have less financial strengths to create or acquire new competencies to keep up with environmental and political requirements that will continue to increase over the decades.



9



Sustainable report 2005, p 3
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7 Strategic options Caterpillar has the choice between different strategic options in order to implement the sustainable strategy worldwide.



7.1 Business approaches: Caterpillar may choose between two extremes, which go from the cost strategy to the product differentiation strategy. A cost leadership will allow improving productivity and is requesting investment intensity and operational excellence in manufacturing. A product differentiation leadership will allow the company to avoid competing on price. This strategy requests excellent corporate image, strong research and development, good customer service, and strong engineering. For Caterpillar the product differentiation approach is more appropriate as the machines and engines they produce are substitutable and the market is mature. The changing consumer demand and environmental laws are the reason for Caterpillar to concentrate on the sustainable development in the production cycle and to build or acquire innovative products at competitive prices.



7.2 Methods of development: Caterpillar can develop different business approach to address its sustainable development strategy. Either by protect and build on their existing markets with their existing products. But as the existing products maybe against the environment requirements this would not be the best approach to follow. However, as there is an environmental motivation it could be addressed by new products on existing markets, which is the product development approach. This approach will be based on Caterpillar technological resources and new competencies. Also as there are new opportunities created by China, India etc Caterpillar could develop through market development on those new segments. The choice will than be developed through a method of internal development, a merger and acquisition or a strategic alliances method.
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8 Strategic choices 8.1 Differentiation The business approach is the product differentiation as it is in line with Caterpillar new vision to be the leader in customer value. Therefore, they have to address values that meet the market environmental requirements even if the competition is currently using the low price strategy. Also the implementation of the sustainable strategy may have a financial impact it will add value to its products and in the long run it will generate financial returns. Moreover, as Caterpillar is using 6Sigma quality management, they are also able to cut non-value added costs and in this way managing the impact of the sustainable development implementation. Finally, Caterpillar has to prove to its shareholders that Caterpillar products are the best a costumer can buy and that Caterpillar will remain competitive in an environment, where the consciousness for ecological issues is increasing.



8.2 Product development At the business strategic level the approach for the sustainable strategy is the product development. Caterpillar will have to produce units that are compliant with the environmental requests developed in the PESTEL analysis such as Kyoto requirements and socio-cultural changes. As the sustainable strategy has to be developed worldwide it should be done by product development to hit all markets starting by the existing ones, which focus more on the sustainable approach. Also a major aspect of this development is to go beyond the expectation: that is exactly what Caterpillar is heading for. Also the product is what is visible for the customer, so it is the best way to advertise the company’s culture change. At the operational level the development is done through acquisition and internal development. Caterpillar has to buy the competencies of others and they did as for example when they bought solar turbines, a company specialized in gas turbines. Solar products are offering low-emissions products that give a competitive advantage. Solar maintains a leadership position with its



SoLoNOx™ dry-emission technology that significantly reduces nitrogen oxide emissions, a contributor to smog. Solar's effectiveness in providing new pollution-prevention technology into the marketplace was confirmed through a Department of Energy (DOE) grant to develop the next generation of high-efficiency, low-emission industrial gas turbines.10



10



http://mysolar.cat.com
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But Caterpillar being the market leader has also to do internal development, as already discussed in the previous chapter of the company strengths and weaknesses: 6 Sigma is a major tool to develop new processes and quality through out the company. Caterpillar has also the financial capacity to invest in research and development in order to create specific products meeting the gas emission requirements. For example, they have built in 2004, the "ACERT" diesel engines that exceed federal guidelines for emission standards11. Acert is the result of spending $500 million in research and development and more than 250 patents. As a leader it would not be advisable to use the strategic alliance, as Caterpillar has got a strong position and does not need to get Alliances to enter markets or reduce risks. Caterpillar is in a position, where it can acquire easily smaller competitors in order to penetrate a new market or to acquire a new technology.



8.3 Strategic planning Strategic planning is the way to integrate the sustainable development across the company, as it will give a high level of guidelines to follow and implement. Caterpillar counts on its 6 Sigma teams to implement quickly and efficiently the changes. This method will give clear objectives for the overall company to follow all over the world and achieve the long-term goal of being sustainable and therefore slowly change the company culture.



11
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9 Implementation of the sustainable development strategy The implementation of the strategy will be centrally controlled as all the culture of the company has to change and this can only be achieved by a strong and clear vision from the executive management communicating clear goals to be reached. The strategy will be enabled through people, money, information and technology. People are a major part of Caterpillar values and therefore are used as a resource. The company must invest in their employee development, as there is a real need for the company culture to change. Caterpillar has created an internal University, which offers a variety of courses such as presentation skills, 6 Sigma training, how to develop good business relations etc. For a big company as Caterpillar it is important to know, which human capital it possesses and how to improve the know how of its employees and make sure they are in line with the new culture the company is trying to reach and finally retain those competent people. The company decided to implement sustainable development for managing values, as the aim is to create value for the stakeholders. It is actually part of the vision, mission statement and therefore of the stakeholders expectations. By using a sustainable strategy Caterpillar will master specific knowledge in for example less polluting products.



10 Recommendations 10.1 6Sigma Caterpillar should rely less on 6Sigma tool to achieve its goal of strategic change. By 2007 it has to re-focus on the original use of the tool that is quality management. Even if some projects gave incredible cost reductions it seems that at this time most of Caterpillar employees are not considering it as useful.



10.2 Acquiring companies Caterpillar should continue to buy companies having competencies in sustainable products such as Solar Turbines. By 2010, they must buy a company that has competencies in waste management, as they currently do not work on this factor that has a major environmental impact.



10.3 Invest in bio fuel research They should also invest in bio fuel research or venture with bio fuels companies by 2010 in order to sell products that are completely free of gas emissions.
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11 Conclusion Taking the financial figures as an indicator you can observe that the sales revenue is constantly growing since 2002. Also Caterpillar manages to create less polluting products without investing more in research and development compared to the past and to its main competitors. The quality management tool that they are using, 6Sigma, has allowed them to reduce costs dramatically. However, in the long run they should be careful not to overestimate that tool and communicate it clearly to their employees, in order to achieve a commitment. The strategic choices are in line with the overall strategy of the company. But we are only at the beginning of the strategic change and the aim is year 2010. Caterpillar has a long-term strategy aiming at changing its culture. They try to achieve it step by step in order to avoid any culture clash. Caterpillar has to remain in line with its core competencies by offering a wide range of heavy equipment good quality products. Caterpillar is not following a trend of sustainable development. To the contrary they understood early enough that they should take into consideration the strong changes in the environmental factors of the sector in order to remain sustainable in the long term. Referring to the monitoring part it is clear that Caterpillar has to focus more on the non-visible issues, such as the waste and water use issues, which they are not addressing at the moment. The company is obviously focusing on what is visible and creating value in the eyes of the stakeholders. However, in the long run they should also concentrate on the non-visible factors otherwise it could impact the overall image of the company. Their strategy would look more like “window dressing” than a company really promoting sustainable development. They should also strengthen the usefulness of 6Sigma all over the company and limit the tool to quality management. However, Caterpillar has been successful over the last 80 years and in view of the changes they are starting to implement with their sustainable development strategy they will probably remain a long lasting worldwide company.
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